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Calais art school: golden metal mesh as symbolic solar 

protection 

 

With the €100 million infrastructure program Le Concept, new life is to 

be breathed into the former fishing and freight harbor town of Calais in 

northern France. A key element of this forward-looking program is a 

new art school building (Ecole d’Art de Calais) in the heart of the town. 

The curved, three-piece façade made of Escale metal mesh from GKD – 

GEBR. KUFFERATH AG designed by the French architectural firm 

Arc.Ame gives it a virtually luminescent effect. 

 

The Ecole d’Art de Calais can look back on over 90 years of history. 

However, the cramped conditions on many floors of the rather dated 

townhouse and the decaying building substance had long since ceased to 

satisfy the requirements of students and teaching staff. With the new art 

school building in the center of Calais, the architects at Arc.Ame transformed 

a former industrial wasteland into a flagship project of the regeneration 

program. On an area totaling 3,220 square meters, they designed a striking 

contemporary building that includes 25 residential units with a south-facing 

terrace at the rear. The three-story building is both a symbol of the revived 

town and a meeting place for art and artists, which is open for students and 

citizens alike. The height of the building complex is sensitively aligned with 

the old townhouses. The structure initially looks like three individual buildings 

made of concrete, glass and metal mesh, with the construction from pre-

assembled concrete parts emphasizing the sculptural dimension of the 

building. Its coarse surface is in conscious contrast to the smooth glass and 

the glossy metallic skin. The architects considered the metal façade to be a 

key conveyor of meaning for the art school, as metal plays a decisive role 
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directly or indirectly in all artistic disciplines offered here. Furthermore, the 

semi-transparent metal mesh from GKD performs the function of a protective 

shell between the outside world and the internal life of the school. As such, 

the metallic façade is transparent when the building is lit up at night, thus 

offering the citizens of Calais unhindered views of the interior of the 

premises. During the day, however, sunlight is reflected and the textile 

structure is transformed into a shimmering golden veil. The woven façade 

elements combine this extraordinary appearance with effective glare and 

solar protection. Therefore, as well as offering a pleasant environment for 

students, they also make a valuable contribution to the ambitious 

sustainability concept of the art school.  
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GKD – WORLD WIDE WEAVE 

As a privately owned technical weaver, GKD - Gebr. Kufferath AG is the 

world market leader in metal, synthetic and spiral mesh solutions. Four 
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independent business divisions bundle their expertise under one roof: 

Industrial Mesh (woven metal mesh and filter solutions), Process Belts (belts 

made of mesh and spirals), Architectural meshes (façades, safety and 

interior design made of metal fabrics) and Mediamesh® (Transparent media 

façades). With its headquarter in Germany and five other facilities in the US, 

South Africa, China, India and Chile – as well as its branches in France, 

Spain, Dubai and worldwide representatives, GKD is close to markets 

anywhere in the world. 

 
For more information:    Please send a reprint to: 
GKD – GEBR. KUFFERATH AG   impetus.PR  
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Tel.: +49 (0) 2421 / 803-0     D-52068 Aachen  
Fax: +49 (0) 2421 / 803-211    Tel.: +49 (0) 241 / 189 25-10  
E-Mail: metalfabrics@gkd.de     Fax: +49 (0) 241 / 189 25-29  
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